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The DIY Blinds way

Goodbye to the old
and hello to DIY Blinds
We’re disrupting the blinds industry by turning it
digital. Our mission is to have the best customer
service and the most hassle-free online shopping
experience in the market.
No pushy sales, no commissions and no
overheads. Your order is sent directly to our
fabulous team, to be custom made in Melbourne,
Australia. Saving you time and money.

The DIY Blinds way

blinds, shutters
& curtains
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Our easy process

We’ve made buying
curtains so easy...

Choose samples
Choose your free samples online and we’ll
express deliver them to your door.

Measure up
Measure up like a pro with our online
guides, and get a quick price online.

Customise your order
Customise your curtains and order online,
then we’ll take care of the rest.

DIY install
We’ll deliver your Aussie made curtains direct to
you, then you install using our easy online guides.
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We answer your design questions

How do I choose the
perfect finish?
Nothing beats the feeling we get, knowing
we’ve helped our customers choose their
dream curtains. The perfect finish looks
fabulous and is super functional as well.

“

Go for puddling to create a
relaxed, cosy and luxe vibe.

”

Just off the floor
Having your curtains stop just shy of your floor is a classic,
neat finish. It’s a hassle free option if you have young kids,
pets or hard floors like polished concrete, timber and tiles,
as your curtains won’t collect dust and dirt when you open
and close them. You’ll want your ceiling and floor to be
parallel for this finish.

Touching the floor
When your curtains meet your floor, it causes a subtle
break in your fabric folds for a slightly informal look. It’s
a great finish that screams made to measure. You’ll want
your ceiling and floor to be parallel for this finish.

Puddling
Puddled curtains gather elegantly on the floor, creating
the illusion of weight and volume. Combined with the
softness of drapery, it’s quite simply a gorgeous, luxe look.
This option is super popular with designers and architects

The right hem

we work with. It’s perfect if your floor or ceiling height

Pick your perfect hem from our range of hem options.

are slightly uneven, as it hides imperfections. We add a

For sheers opt for lead weights or a 70 mm hem, and

minimum of 20 mm to your drop to get this finish.

choose a 70 mm hem for blockout fabrics. A 100 mm
hem adds an extra touch of luxury, especially for our

Want more inspo?

most premium sheers like linen.

Check our website

What does a parallel ceiling and floor mean?
Parallel just means if you measured from ceiling to floor
in a few places across your wall, you’d get the same

to see more projects
featuring our
designer curtains.

measurements and no more than 10 mm of difference
between them. Puddling curtains can hide uneven spaces.
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We answer your design questions

Which fit should
I select?

“

We’ve got plenty of tips and tricks up
our sleeve, to help you pick the ideal
fit. Getting it right creates a sense of
space and celebrates the architectural
features in your home.

We don’t skimp
on fabric. Our
curtains have 2.2
metres of fabric
for every metre
of track, which
makes them look
so plush.

”

Top fit
By fitting your curtains to your ceiling, you’ll get a designer
finish and maximum impact - giving you that wow factor. The
vertical lines in your folds, elongate your walls and make your
space look larger. S fold curtains look incredible when top

Like to see more?

fitted, as it lets their curves shine.

Our Instagram has
tons of gorgeous
home renovations with
designer curtains.

Face fit
Hanging your curtains from your wall looks great in period
homes with high ceilings and large ornate cornices. If your
cornice is wider than 90mm, we would suggest opting for a
face fit curtain. It’s a semi traditional finish, that looks amazing
with a modern S Fold finish.
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We answer your design questions

“

Why choose S fold curtains?
The S folds within your curtain create long
vertical lines which elongate your walls,
helping make your space appear taller,
larger and grand.

Tape fabric samples to
your wall and look at
them in different lights.

”

S fold
This is the fold of the moment, and we’re a little bit obsessed
with it. Designers love its structured yet soft look, where the
folds in your fabric form an S shape along a special track.
Combined with a top fit, no one will miss your curtains. It’s our
deepest profile heading, giving your curtains extra volume.
Pretty much all quality fabrics look great in an S fold.

Looking for more
style tips?
We’ve got plenty of
interior design ideas on
our website.
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We answer your design questions

How do I dress my
corner window?
If you have a corner window and you’re
wondering where to start, don’t stress. The
good news is, we’ve never met a corner
window we couldn’t dress.

Tracks meeting each other
Having two, straight curtain tracks meet in the corner of
your window, is an easy win and quick to install. Excellent
for when you want to open your curtains from the corner.
We can help you measure up, so that your tracks join
perfectly.

“

A curved track is really versatile
and looks amazing in both period
and modern homes.

”

Curved curtains
Curved curtains can be fitted
in corner and bay windows
and curved windows too.
Their sleek curved tracks
are simply irresistible.
They’re also great for getting
around chunky obstructions
that project out from your
window. You can have your
curtains stack any way you
want, including in one piece
to the left or right. We’re here
to help you work out the best
option. See pages 22 and 23
for more details.
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Need help
measuring?
Call us and we can
come out to measure
up for you.
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We answer your design questions

I’m interested in motorised
curtains. Where do I start?

“
Interested in
more info?

Plan ahead for wired
motorisation in your
reno or new build, you’ll
be glad you did.

”

In a nutshell motorisation is a smart and
effortless alternative to using curtain wands
or cords. You can use a remote control, smart
phone or your voice and it’s child safe, super
accessible and looks sleek.
Wired motorisation

Find out more about

Wired curtain motorisation is cabled into your home and

motorisation on our

runs off your electricity. It’s perfect for renovations and

website.

new builds.

Battery powered motorisation
Wirefree curtain motorisation is fantastic if you’re putting
up curtains yourself. This option doesn’t need any cabling,
and the rechargeable battery only needs to be charged
once a year.

Voice activated
It’s an obvious addition to your automated home. When you
combine motorised Somfy curtain tracks with the Somfy
Connexoon Window RTS Hub from DIY Blinds, you can open
and close your curtains with a ‘Hey, Google...’ to your smart
home device.
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We answer your design questions

What are the benefits of
combining sheers with a
blockout roller blind?
Gain all the benefits of installing a blockout
roller blind behind your sheers: complete light
control, daytime and nighttime privacy and
incredible thermal insulation.

Thermal insulation meets luxe texture
Combining sheers with blockout blinds is one of our most
popular product combinations. Sheer curtains create a soft,
relaxed and luxe vibe in your home. Blockout roller blinds let
you fully control light, provide complete privacy, stop heat
escaping in winter and block sunlight in summer. Excluding our
Focus, Solitaire and Qube ranges, our blockout roller blinds
meet high standards for thermal insulation.

Make your sheers the
hero and your blinds
smart
Let your sheers take
centre stage and be the
aesthetic hero. Choose a

Ready to design
your curtains?

blockout roller blind fabric
to blend with your walls, and

Order your free samples

for effortless luxury add

online and get touchy

motorisation. Pair premium

feely with our fabrics.

motorised roller blinds
with the Somfy Connexoon
Window RTS Hub, so you can
schedule them to respond to
your routine and the weather.

“
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Blockout roller blinds offer great value
thermal insulation, while sheers bathe
your room in diffused daylight.

”
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We answer your design questions

Can I order double curtains
and lined curtains online?
Absolutely! You can customise every last
detail of your double curtains and lined
curtains and order online. All our designer
curtains are custom made in Melbourne,
Australia.

“

Double curtains: a plush 5 star hotel look at great
value prices

When choosing your fabrics,
hold your blockout samples
behind your sheers. A darker
blockout fabric highlights
texture in your sheers, but
creates a bolder look.

Channel penthouse vibes and achieve high-performing thermal
insulation. Double curtains are two plush barriers against the
outside elements. The blockout fabric darkens your room
when needed, and it stops heat escaping when it’s cold

”

outside.
Customise both curtains to your heart’s desire. For a designer
look choose a luxe S fold sheer for your front curtain, and pick
a pleated curtain for your rear blockout. Add motorisation to
effortlessly switch between daytime and nighttime privacy.

Lined curtains: a
designer’s best
kept secret
Designers love lined curtains.
The sheers provide soft
texture, while the blockout
lining absorbs UV rays and
stops your sheers from
fading.
Choose a luxe sheer and
pick your lining. We join both
fabrics into one plush lined
curtain on a single track.
Lined curtains are a great
thermal insulation option and
totally block light. They also
help reduce outside noise
and improve acoustics in
your home.
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“

Double and lined curtains
are high-performers when it
comes to thermal insulation.

”
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We answer your design questions

Tell me more about curved
curtains. They look amazing!
You’re spot on! Curved curtains are sleek,
sophisticated and totally glam. Order curved
curtains online if your corner, box or bay
window angles are 45 or 90 degrees, or call
us for bespoke curved curtains.

Curved curtains are perfect for box and bay windows
Curved curtains celebrate the elegance of your beautiful box
and bay windows. Our curved tracks fit perfectly into windows
with 45 or 90 degree angles. The curves highlight the soft yet
structured folds in your luxe curtains.
Elongate period windows with curved curtains in an S fold

“

finish. Choose a face fit located halfway between the top of
your window frame and your ceiling, or aligned with picture
rails or decorative vents. Your room will appear more spacious
and your windows will look grander.

Measuring up for curved
curtains is easy. Follow our
helpful online guides for
corner and bay windows,
then order online.

”

Corner windows look irresistible with curved curtains
A curved track screams designer cool and looks incredible in
any corner window with a 90 degree angle. Choose between
one or two bends, and have your curved tracks fit inside or
wrap around your corners.
For an ultra-glam look pair a curved track with an S fold and go
for a dramatic ceiling mount. We offer bespoke curved tracks
for corners with unique angles over the phone.

Decorative rods by Vanda
Premium Vanda decorative rods are designed to make
a statement, and are available to order over the phone
only. The Vanda Boldtrak range is a super popular bold
decorative rod, and it looks fabulous in black and paired
with S fold curtains. The Vanda Versatrak range looks
incredible with pleated and wave fold finishes.
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Our feature projects

Arcos by Graya
This jaw-dropping Brisbane home was
constructed by Graya and designed by Joe
Adsett Architects. Arcos means arches in
Spanish, and this home has curves galore.
Premium quality linen sheers add a soft,
relaxed feel and perfectly complement the
warm, neutral colour palette. For effortless
luxury, privacy and thermal insulation, Rob
and Meghan installed Somfy-powered
motorised blockout roller blinds behind
their sheers.
You can have a touch of luxury at home,
regardless of whether you’re renovating on a
budget or you have a limitless budget!

“

The sheer curtains at
Arcos filter sunlight,
let in the gentle
Brisbane breeze and
are soft and tactile.

”

Rob and Meghan chose
• S fold sheer curtains from our Allusion range, colour Linen.
• Motorised blockout roller blinds from our Balmoral range.
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Our feature projects

“

You can’t have
enough natural
light in a home.
Sheers are perfect
for filtering light
and adding a touch
of drama.

”

123 Clarke St by Yolanda
Yolanda is the BuildHer behind this luxuriously
renovated and extended Federation home in
Melbourne. It’s packed with personality and
luxe details. Concrete, timber and exposed
brick finishes are juxtaposed with polished
nickel, brass and Italian white crystal. Huge
windows let natural light flood in, which is
diffused by the dramatic linen sheers that
feature throughout the home.
Yolanda chose:
• S fold sheer curtains from our Allusion range,
colour Marzipan.
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Our feature projects

Templestowe Townhouse 1
by Chamberlain Property
Dynamic duo Jess and Matt run successful
design and build business, Chamberlain
Property. They make home buyers’ dreams
come true across Melbourne. Their two sleek
Templestowe townhouses are sumptuous yet
superbly functional family homes.
In Templestowe Townhouse 1 light and airy
sheer curtains soften the crisp white walls,
natural stone and hardwood finishes. The
sheers are tactile, filter light in the most
incredible way and create daytime privacy.
Blockout roller blinds work hard to provide
light control, nighttime privacy and thermal
insulation.
Jess and Matt chose:
• S fold sheers from our Morton range, colour Blanc
• Blockout roller blinds from our One Block range, colour Ice.
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“

When preparing to sell
a home, choose luxe
sheers for hero spaces
like living rooms and
master bedrooms.
They help buyers feel
emotionally connected
to the property.

”
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Our feature projects

“

Our linen sheers
add softness
and perfectly
complement the
sophisticated
colour palette of
Townhouse 2.

”

Templestowe Townhouse 2
by Chamberlain Property
Templestowe Townhouse 2 has a completely
different floor plan and look and feel to its
neighbour, but it’s equally lust worthy. It
features a bold green kitchen, soothing grey
tones and brass accents for warmth. Linen
sheers add laidback drama in the kitchen and
living spaces, and create a warm, cosy vibe
in the bedrooms. Blockout roller blinds are
installed behind the sheers for light control,
privacy and thermal insulation.
Jess and Matt chose:
• S fold sheers from our Allusion range, colour Marzipan
(master bedroom) and colour Nougat (kitchen and
living spaces)
• Blockout roller blinds from our One Block range,
colour Ice.
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Our feature projects

“

Our green velvet
curtains are perfect for
our home and look divine
with our wall lights.

”

Under The Elm Trees
by Jodie Johnson
Green is the new black, if BuildHer Jodie’s
fabulous home is anything to go by (which
we think it is). Deep, soothing green tones
are a consistent theme in this incredible
1930s home renovation, and feature in
the bathroom and pool tiles, sleek kitchen
cabinetry and plush velvet curtains in the
master bedroom. Sheers in the living space
are the epitome of elegance, and filter bright
northern sunlight.
Jodie chose custom fabrics outside of our
online range. We can source any fabric from
premium textile houses and pass on our trade
discounts. Let our design consultants know
what fabric you’re after and we can do the
rest, including help you measure up, get a
quote and install your curtains.

“

We worked with
DIY Blinds to select
custom fabrics
outside of their
online range.

”

Jodie chose:
• Custom fabrics from our premium textile suppliers.
Call us to learn more.
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Our feature projects

Our Forever Home by
Erin Katsavos
Erin meticulously renovated her art deco
family home and added a strikingly modern
yet seamless extension in collaboration
with Instyle Design and Mayché Luxury
Homes. This is a colour-rich home that
honours its past whilst celebrating modern
living. The floor-to-ceiling and wall-to-wall
sheers cover the expanse of windows and
sliding doors in the new extension. They add
texture and a touch of glamour, and prevent
unwanted insects from entering the home
during summer when the windows and
doors are open.
Erin chose:

“

I couldn’t be
happier with my
sheers. They
add the perfect
softness and
glamour.

”

• S fold sheer curtains from our Allusion range,
colour Marzipan.
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Our feature projects

“

We can control all our
motorised blinds from
our phones, without
having to move
rooms.

”

Three Gables by
TrueBuild Homes
Taf, co-director of TrueBuild Homes, and
his partner Bree collaborated with Kate
Lawrence Interiors to bring their unique
vision for Three Gables to life. Achieving
a sense of balance was important to the
couple. Imperfect and natural finishes are
juxtaposed with sleek and refined elements.
Hard surfaces are softened by tactile fabrics
like their linen sheers. And greys and neutrals
add warmth to the black and white design. Taf
and Bree share a passion for quality materials
and simple forms, and they believe you don’t
need to spend ridiculous money to have a
beautiful home. We agree!

Taf and Bree chose:
• S fold sheer curtains from our Allusion range, colour Silver

“

Our linen sheers play
a massive role in
softening the space,
adding drama and
bringing everything
together.

”

• Somfy-powered motorised blockout roller blinds paired with
the Somfy Connexoon Window RTS Hub
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Our feature projects

Newtown Courtyard House
by Built By Wilson
Built By Wilson designs and builds beautiful
family homes that are both functional and
stylish. Newtown Courtyard House features
natural, textural and layered finishes. Lauren
worked with renowned interior designer
Simone Haag to choose the perfect furniture,
art and objects. Ceiling-mounted sheer
curtains create a cosy, luxurious vibe in the
living rooms and curve beautifully around the
corners.
We have premium quality sheers to cater
for customers doing modest builds and
renovations, as well as for high-end homes.
Our designer curtains help transform projects
with small budgets or limitless budgets into
breathtaking homes.
Lauren chose:
• S fold sheer curved curtains from our Burano range,
colour Vanilla.
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“

We worked
with a DIY
Blinds design
consultant, Kia,
over the phone
and on email.
Together we
chose window
furnishings to
complement
each space.

”
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Our feature projects

Renovating or
building?
Share your house plans
with us, we’d love to help
design your window
furnishings.

Blue Lagoon
by Kyal and Kara
Blue Lagoon is the brand new, forever
home of Kyal and Kara. They’re the fabulous
home style and renovation duo, who first
appeared on The Block and whose home
renos have wowed us ever since. Their lush
designer curtains create a soft and luxe vibe
and because they’re motorised, are easy to
control and child safe.
Kyal and Kara chose:
• Sheer curtains from our Allusion range, colour Marzipan.
• Double curtains combining sheer curtains from our
Alexandra range, colour Smoke with blockout curtains.
• Statement top fit for the 4 metre high ceilings in their

“

“

From start to finish,
this was such an easy
and fun process.

”

We’re a busy family,
and we love being
able to control our
curtains with the
touch of a button.

”

master bedroom, and our S fold heading and a puddled
finish throughout their home.
• Motorised Somfy Glydea curtain track system. It’s wired and
can be controlled with a remote control or your smartphone
or voice using the Somfy Connexoon Window RTS.
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Our feature projects

Cecil Street
by Alison Lewis
This luxury, holiday rental in Melbourne is the
latest renovation by Alison Lewis of BuildHer
Collective. She’s transformed a Californian
bungalow into a serene, modern home.
Swoon! It’s all about warm, natural materials
and bespoke details. The designer curtains,
bathe the home in light and let the property’s
gorgeous, original features and striking new
curves shine.
Alison chose:
• Sheer curtains from our Allusion range, colour Snow.
• Lined sheer curtains from our Allusion range, colour Rattan.
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Our feature projects

“

I love layering
textures and
these curtains
are incredibly soft,
light and tactile.

”

Bajo el Sol
by Kelle Howard

Oh what we’d give to spend lazy, summer
days in this beachside haven! Inspired by far
flung destinations like Ibiza, Mexico, Palm
Springs and Greece, Kelle has poured her
signature raw, coastal luxe aesthetic into
every last detail. Our designer curtains are
the perfect match for this texture rich,
family home.
Kelle chose:

“

Good communication is
vital during a build and
the DIY Blinds team is
fantastic to deal with.

”

• S fold sheers from our Centennial range, colour Ghost
and blockouts from our Anstey range, colour Blanc.
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Our feature projects

“

The way S fold
curtains sit and fall
organically is second
to none. The Allusion
range of fabrics is so
premium.

”

Zephyr + Stone

Kasia and Ania of Zephyr + Stone get it right
every time, creating beautiful interiors that
are clever and thoughtful. We’d happily
move straight into either of these dreamy,
tranquil homes. Custom S fold curtains are
one of many luxe, bespoke details they hand
selected and their choice of a ceiling mount
creates an incredible sense of space. Sheers
bathe the rooms in filtered light and make
them feel serene and private.
Kasia and Ania chose:
• S fold sheer curtains from our Allusion range, colour Snow
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Our feature projects

“

Designer curtains +
PolyLux® plantation
shutters equals
sophisticated
bedroom bliss.

”

Alma Road
by Hunting for George
Lucy of Hunting for George excels
at honouring period features whilst
transforming spaces for smart, modern living.
And she’s a big advocate of home automation.
Lucy has cleverly combined designer curtains
with Somfy motorised roller blinds that can
respond to your routine and the weather. Sit
back, relax and let her beautiful home with its
neutral tones, gorgeous pops of colour and
sophisticated design details wash over you.
Lucy chose:
• S fold sheers from our Allusion range, colour Snow + Somfy
motorised, blockout roller blinds.
• S fold blockouts + PolyLux® plantation shutters in the
master bedroom.
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“

The combination
of sheer curtains +
motorised roller blinds
is next level! Somfy
motorisation is so
easy to install and the
Connexoon Hub is
genius smart.

”
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Who we work with

Who we work with
We only partner with the most premium
brands. Enjoy browsing the innovative and
beautiful products that our partners have
to offer. When you see something you like,
we’re just a phone call away.
Interior designers go
crazy for Zepel fabrics.
Their range is versatile,
innovative and features
light and airy, sheers and

These guys are passionate about textile design and

stunning solid fabrics in

manufacture. Their range of high quality fabrics is packed

soft and dreamy tones.

with on trend tones and textures. They also love sharing

You only need to feel their

their latest collaborations and inspiring us to be bold and

fabrics, to know they’re

adventurous with the fabrics we choose. @we_love_fabric

special. @zepelfabrics

Mokum’s range reflects our
laid back, Aussie lifestyle
and love of the outdoors.
They design fabrics using
subdued colours, fresh
neutrals and fashionable
injections of pattern and
texture. @mokumstudio
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Who we work with

Our customers love
Warwick fabrics, as
they’re a perfect blend of
great design and quality
craftsmanship. Choosing
a curtain fabric is easy
as Warwick has a world
of options, ranging from
stylish neutrals to beautiful
pops of colour.
@warwickfabrics

This global brand is a
leader in motorisation
and home automation.
We partner with them to
motorise our blinds and
curtains. They’ve got some
of the smoothest, quietest
and easiest solutions on
the market, which makes
them a fantastic fit for
our designer window
furnishings. @somfy_anz

Get the luxe look by
picking a textile from
Charles Parsons for
your designer curtains.
This brand has classic
styles as well as striking
patterns and because
they’re premium, they’re
guaranteed to look as good
as new for years to come.
@charlesparsons_interiors
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We’re here to help

We’re here to help
We’re right here at every step,
to help you bring your vision to life.

After some design advice?
Our design team is passionate about helping every customer choose the right
curtains that fit and function perfectly. We can chat through your ideal look and
practical needs like light control, privacy and thermal insulation. You can also
email a photo of your window(s), for advice choosing a fit.

Need help installing?
No problem, we offer an installation service.
Just call us and we’ll organise it for you.

Something more bespoke?
For new builds and large or really custom renovations, we can work closely with
you to design the perfect window coverings for your home. Feel free to share
your house plans with us, and we’ll get started.
1300 918 390
info@diyblinds.com.au
Browse our range at diyblinds.com.au
Learn how to measure by scanning the QR code
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Our designer curtains

We love your windows
like our own
Your windows deserve the best, so we make sure
our curtains are the best too.

Quality materials and design

Best price guarantee

Our materials are some of the best in the

We love helping our customers save

world. And our range is packed with the latest

money. If you find the same product

colours, textures and premium brands.

cheaper elsewhere, we’ll beat it by 10%.

Aussie made

Smarter curtains

At DIY Blinds, our custom made curtains

For ultimate luxury, we offer motorised curtains

are made right here in Australia. Rest easy

that open and close with a gentle tug. It’s also

knowing we have the highest standards

fully automatable and can be paired to IFTTT,

going around.

Google home, Alexa, CBUS, Control4 and most
other home automation platforms.

5 year warranty
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No skimping on fabric

All DIY Blinds curtains come with a 5 year

We use more fabric than most of our

warranty, giving you peace of mind for

competitors, making them plusher. With

years to come.

a double track, the effect is breathtaking.
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We’re here to help
We’re a bunch of interior design enthusiasts and we’re
obsessed with helping our customers get their dream look.
If you have any questions don’t hesitate to call us on 1300 918 390
For help deciding on a fit, email a photo of your windows to info@diyblinds.com.au
To browse our product range visit diyblinds.com.au
To learn how to measure scan the QR code
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